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Times change and people change with them. Mediscope is no exception and whilst the old editorial board 
passes into history, into its shoes step younger feet. 

I wish to thank the previous editor Mark Bugeja and the previous sterling services rendered to the magazine, 
in setting it up (a difficult enough task), putting it on an even keel and keeping the magazine well above the water 
level. Its success is much due to their hard work. We all hope to be able to keep up the standards attained so far 
and even reach higher levels. 

The new editorial board whilst hoping that readers past and present will continue reading this magazine in the 
future, also wishes to point out that for its continuing success, this magazine depends a lot upon the articles 
presented to us from various contributors, this ranging from the professorial to the student level. ' 

Being the Maltese magazine that has the greatest circulation amongst the medical students and doctors in 
Malta, the board has seen it fit to branch out slightly more and include occasional topics as Dentistry, and later on 
we hope various others. 

In this edition of Mediscope, no clinical diagnosis quiz is being presented due to the short interval between the 
previous publication and this one to give better 'chance for all to reply this popular quiz that yields rich rewards for 
little troubles. This will be resumed in the next edition. 

Having said my--share I will leave you to read this magazine, hoping that you will find the articles interesting 
and useful. 
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